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· ·-· A proces:s for· the· selective deposition of . metals · on substrates · 
was recently developedo The process utilizes an invisible.film 
' 
. . ·- _, _____ QfJ~t:,~photosensitive .. tin(lI) compound-which-is deposited on,a. sub ..... ··- . • J .. ' . -- .... 
strate by immersing it iri an acid (HCl)· solution of stannous 
chloride and then rinsing it. in deionized v1atero ·· This study was 
'(1· 
undertaken to characterize the unknown photosensitive compound and 
:to .investigate the effects of the s·urroundi.ng.' atmosphere (particularly 
.. 
relative humidity· and oxygen) on, the photochemical reaction rateo. 
' 
· · · X-ray fluorescence· analysis indicated that approximately 4 µ.go/ 
I 
2 
. I •. 
-'t .' 
_,.t_ 
' . , ... -' . ,·' 
• C '.:', 
r -".· 
' ~ ' . 
. I · . 
f
. ·. 
. ' . : . 
·, 
· cm., of tin was deposi te·d and that the molar r~ tio of ti~_ :t.9 _______ ~ ____ ... -_, _____ ,., .... ; ............. -..,--·- _ ................. __ .. . -:- . 




chlorine' vi'as greate:;r than 9 to 10 Nao X"'"'ray diffracti:on peaks were ' 
observed for the unknown and thus direct identification by this 








vealed that the freshly deposited film consisted of ·a mixture of 
. ' 
. SnO and Sn02 with particle sizes rang~ng from approximately 50 to· 
I 
I 0 150 Ao The electron diff,raction pattern ,of the ··film·' after exposure, 
to ult;raviolet lig~t indicated that it consists · of sno2 o · · · 
--
-- - - - -- -
-------- ----xtr~·the-- char::rcterization of the unk_nown' it' was discovered that'' 
~ . . ~. 
· the ultraviolet absorption of .the film decreased as the reaction· 
proceeded o · This gave. a means of measuring the reaqtion· rate o · In 
ambient conditions·the time to half-exposure was found to be a 
linear function of relative humid!ityo Similar m.eas_urements in a 
. ·nitrogen f lush~d atmosphere indicated · that the rea·ction rate is 
dependent.on the partial pressure·of oxygeno 
., 
.. 
" . ' .. ,,. .. ,.: .•.. ' 
--·---• .. ,..... 
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-~NTRODUCTION 
A,1F ·· Selective Metal Deposition a " c, r rt ':eOet ::o , ' _ :r · s :rs e:• =.....,,,.,,, =• ow • e m o . I[ ,, 
,[ 




process for the seleclive deposition of metals on substrates IP • .. · The···· 
. 
-
·printed circuit industry use~ a number of different methods to obtain 
- I.: 





. "\_, . this ·time have s.ome disadvantages"· Some. techniques begin with a 
substrate completely coated with ,the desired metal and then by. photo-
grap~y, -~ printing · or other methods, a protective cos ti.ng -iti . pla.ced · 
--
over those· areas where the ·metal· pattern is desired·. . The .exposed 
·, ...... ,, ..... 




A large ~ 
• r •••·-... •·--.--•··-:"---·- • •-"o-<• ,-·-•••••-
J,.. -.. ,,. ----· ------· .... ·- ----·--··- - ·-· ·········- : . :_:~ - - ------ ----- -
:: 
. ········------·- .. -·-··· --····-····-




;.., ' . 
•,/!'. ,, 
~·~ ,. .. _-... ,•-.--, •-,- ~--•. '•••l<_......:.:......:: ..... ..:: __ ..... , •. •,·-~c·--'--',.---::C,,.~ •• 
. ·.· ·;.' 
. amount of the· metal is wasted (usually more tha11 -h~lf) and the dis.... 1 
··•· posal of the used etchant· is often a. significant problem. These 
diffictilt_ies and others such as poor line definit·ion are of.ten prop-
. ' 
, erties of the various methods in wide use· today., i · .. 
' J ; 
.,·- I ' . . .· . . ' l . .. ' 
· A process was recent~y developed· that overcomes ·these diffi-
culties to a great extent. The basis of .. _this process is a photo-· 
chemical reaction in'· whieh a t~n(lI) ·compound is oxidized when it is 
- ·-- ·, 
-exposed to· ultraviole_~ _!~~ht in \atr· ·giying a t. in( IV) . compound. In 
the.selective deposition process, a substrate.is immersed in an ~cid 
(BCl) · solution of stannous chloride~ rinsed in an overflow o¥o2th of . 
~)deionize.d water and t;hen excess water is blov1n off the~ s.ubstrate with 




· pound on the substrate . .- A mask is. then placed over the substra-te: . 
• I 
. ' 
and de~ired areas are exposed to ultraviolet light. Areas. which· are. 
., 
- 'Ir. 
,·, .. ,. 
1··•,' 
. . 
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. --:. \ 
\'. ' 
-- -· -r-·--••-•~ • 
not exposed remain· cov~red with .. the ·tin( ll) compound :wllile . the exposed 
~ . ,· 
. ' . 
. . . 
. ~ 
areas. are converted tp a.· t'iµ(IV) compound Q . The substrate is then · D • . . . , 
. 
· immersed· in -an. acid (HCl). solution of palladium chloride and the tin.(II) 
compound reduc;:eS the palladium2 aQ.d it is deposited pn the areas of 
. . 
Palladium- is the substrate,that are_qpiated with the.tin(II) compounda 
-
~ot deposited,pn the,exposed areas that are coated with the tin(IV) 
compound. Th~ substrate· is· next rinsed and· then· immersed· in an 
' ' 
e_lectroless>plating solution.and the ·palladium serves as a· catalyst 
. 
. for the deposition of copper or nickel. The electr.oless metal 
' . 
. ' 
pattern is U$Ually thin.but it can be built up by a subsequent 
· ·electroplating step 8 . ·The overall process does riot waste copper and · 




-- ----~-------- -- - - · _ ___j_ __ ______: ____ ~ I uses only_trace amountso:f tin ·and ·p.alladium. In.-.addition, the 
resolution of the metal-pattern is excellent,. 
B. Statement,.· of the Problem 
Many of the steps of·. the selective metal dep~si.tion process,.· 
· such as,. electroplating and electroless deposi~ion, have been .in us·e 
. ' . . . . . . ' 
. 3 . 
-for some time· and are fairly wel.l characterized · C..ommercial processes. 
. . 
. However, ~he fact that the · compound deposited on a substrate from a, 
., 
i stannous chloride solution is photosensitive is a recent discovery 
·'· ~ 
and therefore the photochemical process· is· worthy of. investigationo 
.... -. . 
A· thorough understanding· of the reaction requi~es the characterization 
of the, ph'otosensitive compound (fo·r brevity this tin(II) compound will 
be referred .-to as X). ~nd an investiga.tion. of the reaction mechanism. 
At best, -the characterisation .of X should give the composition, struc-. · 
ture, ·amount, particle size, particle distribution and the ultraviolet· 
... - . 
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.. . : ... , ...... ,- - . . . . -. ' ···': ' - . . ,. . ····-~"' .-
./ 
..... ····· ....... :.:·::·:· <-=-· .. :.· .. /-~::'..; .. __ ·,.·-:-·.·.:;-,, :~·.'.·~:·"·····. 
.-
- - A 
. ~ . . 
. i 
· abs'oiption spec.trum of the _compound in ·:situ~· -The _study of the-photo= 
'chemical reaction shouid ~also measur~ · the effect_ of the surrotindin.g · ' = ' . . . ' . . ' 
'atmospq~r~ ·on the reaction ratee This information can J;le obtained' by . 
varying· the atmospheric composition (particularly oxygen a_nd relative 
...... ····- -- - .. -· ....... --~-------··· _ .. _. ·.- --· -----· I . 
· humid;ty) provi·ded that· a means is available---for measuring the 
. reaction rateo' 
.. C 
·-. II Methods tor.Characterizing X 
. . 
The unknown,· x,· is a good! re.ducing agent indicating that it· 
'· --- contains · t-in. in t"he +2 valence state2 o The unknown film probably 
contains some tin(IV) as an impurity4 s, 5 , 6 because tin(II) chloride is 
· --- · slowly oxtdi.zed -by dissol yed -oxygen in aqu~ous hydrochloric acid 
. !, 
solutions 7 •. The compound is formed under conditions. o:f increasing 
\ 
pH and thus it could be a bas,ic salt, ~uch. __ as Sn(OH)Cl 0 H20 11 wh-ich 
forms as a precipitate in aqueous solutions of stannous chloride8 
· if the pH is between lo 14 and 4 o 5 or it could be a hydrous o~i~e, _-
-
such as_ 5Sn0°~H20g which forms when the pH of a stannous salt solution 
.. 
.. _ ~·· ---.. 
' . . '·4 is raised above 6a3 " If the pH is between 4. 5 and 6.3, a mixture of 
8 • 
the two- compounds - is observed. 
. I •• • t!'~ 
Because the film consists ·of· a ··very small - quantity- of X, standard------ -
C · ~i .' = a~alyticai techniques for_ determining composi tion9 '. lO ar~ not 
. _,- __, 
75Ef ' 
..... ·~ 
• L· : . 
\ -_- ' 
• J ' 
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applicable. It is th.e·refore -necessary to use indirect measurements to_,------~----~~ -: . . . . 
. . 
. 
characterize IL, . The x-=ray diffract·ion patterns of hydrous tin(II) 
oxid.e4 , ll, 12 and.:": basic tin(~I) chloride_8 can be compared with the 
· x-ray and electron diffrac_t_i~n patter.ns of -the u.nknownQ _ X;....ray fluor-
. -- ' 
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. . . . -- . .. .· 
. in'tbe · film.~ · The ultraviolet .. and~· infra.re~ ·absorpt:i_on etpec~ra · of the 






-· :/ . .; ·· __ . : .. ·. :·· ·.~;.-.:,.:::.:. i .,;: __ ~~:: ~-· :· J>..~.·:- · Pbot:o~.oxidati--on- of -X :'_·--. · _.·· · · ., · .. ·. · · · 1:·.,·.:-: . 
. . c_'c_; • ' . 
• . • • • 
. ·.··· .· Tiler~ are tbl°ee knOwxf val~llce st.ates of tin5 '6 .. In the pure 
: ,:..., •• .,,I( ••.•• 
. . /· . : ·~ . . ' 
.. 
;_." · .. . . 
' ' .,.1, • 
. : .. :.· :-.,-_-:. __ · . ·metal. the·: valence is· ~er~ a·nd ·tn .c~mpoµn.ds.·tin o«:he.urs :tn t"he ·+2- and . • • • • • ' • . • • . • • .• • ' • ' r' 
. • • • ,• • • 
- • 
• ·- • '~ 
. - . ·,· • _ 1 ._ -- •• 
. ·. :',·. ·-· 
. . ' ... ·. ·., · · ·. · .. ·· ::+4 -valence states.·. ·.Th.e.·ph.o,to"7oxidat~on ·of ·x .can· be·ex;pres~ed by .tlf».e: • ,• 'I,:'··-·. I 
_I • • • '., 
•• • 
•" ,·_• .. 
.. < :. ·. . <i:.' .. ·.· .'·-·,·-..:· · .. <.-_., . partial re.actton : .. 
. . ·. '. :·· ' : ,·: .· . . .. ' .. -~ ."·: .. ·. . · .. · . :_. ~ .: : . ;, . - . .. . ·. _· 
' ·., . ·. ·. . ... 
. ... ' 
. .. · .... 
: .. : .. . 
.. , . 
. .... ' . ·' 
. .. .. 
·- . · .. 
,',; .. 
.': :·· (1) 
·- .. : :····~·The _composition of x·may .be :expressed_ by ·the.·g~neral. ~ormUla ·. ·.· . . . ·. . ~ . . . . 
·.•. '! ':' 
. . 
. ' . . I 
. ' 
. i I .. < Sl1A11·~ () where A11 ha~ a 'valence of -2 (An ""2) and ; is ·a positive ·.· ' .. •'. :· .· . . 2 J" . . . .. 
J· . 
. ' 
.. ' . 
. : ... --· .',. 
. -~. . 





.. i ·... . 
. - ,·· . 
.,·-:· .:· . 
.. '. -· .. ·: ..... 
. t . . . Some of the ·possible rea·ctions.' ~an. be-written·, ' . . 1._e. , . 
. . 
. 
. · Sn.A 0 JtH2· 0 + 1/202 ·e-, •. ~--~i®,: . an.A Qexff () · ... · : .· ·. · 
. . n .. . . . . . n . 2 . . . . .. . 
. 









. '. - . 
of. ·x by water of .hydration4e T~ese· are three possible mechanisms ··for·· : ,... . : :,) " 
~·-:: ... the oxidati·on proce·ss ·, however' i-t. could be. complic~ted. by. several other 
-···· ··". ·. --~p~····_;, •. ------ --~ e.ven.ts~----·-The.··.reaction·,imay- ·actually .. proceed by---a·. ~ombination of t}iese .,...~ • .,,,•r~-.... 
·. .\. 
. .:mE!chanisms· ~and ... the product·may be further.hydrated -~r deb.yd.ratedo 
• . I·.: 
·•. 
Ther~ody~amic: data are ·available · for the · ca.se·· ·1n .. whi'ch A;D· . · 
i :J.'~p.r.esents oxygen .13 • 14 The data are as follows: 
I)_ . .-. I . · '.' ., '• 
r 
\{I . 
I> ' .. · .. ·. . 41 - ·.. • • . . 
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:. 6 F0 =-ll7. 6 Kcal oimale 
ll.H0 =-138o3 · Koal·o/mole. 
.AF0=-22705 -Kcal~/mole 
flH0=-27005 ·Kcal./mole. 
...... ··. ·. ·.. 0 . 
~S0=23el (!Slo/ .. ke·. 
· 4 .go:29 cal o. /Ok. .. · 
. 
.• ... 
Hqw~rveir, the compositions given with the data . are not. in agreement with-· 
recent an8lytical results4 , 5 •6 •1land thui;; the.U1:1e of this information · 
' . 
·. in. msktng predi.ct .. ions abo1,.1t -t·he possible reactiqns f~ .questionable.· ·· 
. 
. 
. : . 
' 
. . 
· In the characterization of Xsi -it was discovered-- t.~,at .··1ts optical· .. 
· density decreases. as the· ·photochemi~al re~ction._. pr.oce.eds Cl·. Thls ·.: .· 
· · behavior may. be explain~d using Lambert's i.awl5 which . s·ta.tes. ·that 11,ht -r I 
.is absorbed· as 
=·-Kdx 
.I. 
· -• .. W ere X is the . absorber thi·ckness and K is. a constant ·of' .. the absorber : 
a'tiparticular wavelength. The number of moles of. absorber .:in a '~ 
film of~oss section A is 
m· =·" pAx· 
' .. ·.. . ·3 
~in moles/ cm .. Thus 
.·~.· X =11 





Lambert's. Law can then be written .. as 
dl ._ 
·......--
K .·..., ·. -
= --um - -Kedm I pA. 
-""-:·-. .I~-·--.... .-_.,..,., ....... .:. .... ~--..~-...... ....., ........ _.:.;.,-·· ,, -"-·--···· · .. ·-
········'· •.•• -.. ....:...._i. . .. ', 














1 ·, .. 
.. 
. . . . 
.-·,·_ .. ··· 
':_ . ·. ·. 
• • • • • , •,. ~ • C - • 
. '• .. • .... 
.,_ 
. .-··:, .. - . 
·-:: . 
·~.· . 
. - - ' ~- ..: ~ . 
. ,
... -· -·--a:- -~--. •·'·•:·····:··-;····· 'i:·•·:·.-·:·· .. :--·-······ 
••• ••••• • •• • ••• 
' (.=_: ~-.:,-, 
• C 7· 
l . 
. i.. ..• ,_. ... 
and i~tegration. gives--
I. . . =:oJK' m = I 0 . e . . ., 
'1 
_For two absorbing species __ , ·namely, ~ t-in(II) and a ·'tiri(IV). CQmrpound •. 
· . '. 16-1718. 
_- and_ assuming no. excha.nge interaction . l1 ' . 
or 
. . I .. 
.Io 
-
• , ... 
I 
~ . ,-. . . 
_: _ :· _, Optlcal density is defined as 
D = log10(I0 /I) .. It-,_·_.· . 
. : ·_ ;· :· ·a:pd · therefore . 
. .. ' .. 
.· :·· - .... ·;. 
.. . 
·, 
'., .,.;. . 
( 
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L> .... ·, .. · ..... . - - --- ----~- ·- - -------~-;----- ·------ . . 
.....- · ... :.~ .~. 
·• 
. ' \ :· . - . ' •· . . - . . . . 
. / · · '· · </ If the total amount of tin is constant then .·. 
~· -·. . . . . . . : -~·-. . . . ' .. ' . . : : 
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. ·~ .. -
.. !· . 
. .. 
·~ .. · .° I 
.... _·_._ ·._ .... ' - ,. ,.•. 
and thus 
'O 




.. ·- ···-.--' 
D = ~ma + G<IIIT = m2> 
ln(lO) 
I 
D -= (K2 -~ K4)m2 +. ~~~ 
ln(lO). 





·/ . ·· . 
.It is then see·n that the opticnail. density is a~-· l_inear function of the 
~- : ... 
a mean:; of -measuring .the variation of X with time as the reacti·o.n 
- ; " proceeds. The ability' to determine the reaction rate by measuring 
•• -. '11 
;fi. 






the optical density of the· unknown. as- a function of exposure _time 
. . ,. . 
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allow~ a sttidy.?f some of the factors .that influence tl'J.e reaction. 
Tb.e effect of· atmosphe_tic oxygen can be. observed· by making the 
r.\ 
and compa-ri~g 
.in an inert atmos_plbe:re 






-surface 'moisture can be ·determined by measuring· .the.·. rea-ct·ton ra_tes at 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE . 
lo Characterization of ·Unknown 
··-·· 
. 
. Ao Ultravi,olet Absorption of_ ·unknow=n · 
An invisible film of the unknown was deposited >on a clean f-used 
quartz slfde by immersing ft in a·tinsolution (10 go'of,Snc12·2H2o· 
and O_Q_8 ml e of concentrated HCl in ·1·00 · ml o of deionized water) for 
.. . 
' tf. 3 minutes and then rinsing it in an overflow bath of deionized water t 
.. for 5 minuteso Excess water·was then blown off.the slide with nitrogen~ . J . 
. 
. 
· :-The ul:traviolet absorption due toQ the unknown was m~asured · using the 
Model . 14 Cary Spectrophotometer o . The sample was then exposed· to .. · 
.,· 
. 
' 2 :ultraviolet· light (approximately 5 mw~/cmo· ) from a mercury lamp 
. 0 ' ' 
' ' (2,537 A) for 6 minut~s and the ultra·violet _absorp.ti-on due to the . . 
. ' 
.··.film was measured .. ~gaino Figu~e 1 shows the optical density of the 
unknown ·· befot~ and after exposure o 
i' ...... _._j:-.;~.:: ';~/!:";·:..,:..~;~:_.-):::,,.....~' . ... 
In some cases. a visible· film was qeposited .. on the slide (particu-
· larly if. the sample was rinsed gently) o · The ul tra·violet absorption 
of_ such a sample is s.hown· in Figure 2 o The reflectance of the sample 
. was also· meaS·ured and is; shown in Figure. 3 o 
,r . 
,. B. Ultraviolet.Absorption of.Other.Compounds 
. 
. The absorption spe~tra of other samples were measured- for com-
... -~ 
~ 5~ parison with the unknowno Hydrous tin(II) oxide was· prepared by 
- --.,.: 
'Sdd:Lri,lf NaOH-10 tl):e tin so·rtifiOn (10 g. of snci2 "2H2o and 0.8 ml. of 
HCl in 100 mlo of deionized water) until the. pH was 8040 The precip-




. ~ ' 
· ultraviolet optical .density· of the compound. was measured· before and 
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• ~-,,, •·si 
·-
. - -~~ slightly .v.isible. film was· deposited on qu·artz by immersing 
the stlide in a· solutlon of stannq>µs sulfate (10 .go SnS04 . and Oo9 mle .·· .. 
,, 
· conceh"trated H2so4, in 100 ml o of deionized water) .and .then rinsing· 
it in ·an overflow bath of· deionized water· for 1 minuteo · Excess water 
. 
. 
. . : 
. . . 
. 
- . . 
-'. . 
wa~ removed ·with nitrogen· .and the ultraviolet absorption· of the film· . 
. ·--:-- . 
'was ,measured before and after exposure to ultraviolet lighte .. The 
procedure was· completely. an~l;ogous . to that used in preparing the . ' ' ·. 
. . 
' 
unknown except that the tin solution contained .. sulfate ·ions rather 
,;. 
than chloride ionso The results are Sh!]wn·in Figure 5o 
. . 
. . .· 19 
Hydrous sno2 · was prepared by adding sodium hydroxide to. a w·ater 
·solution of stannic chloride pentahydrate until the pH was 4o0o The 
' \ 
ultraviolet absorption of the precipitate:was· measuredo· The results 
are· shown in Figure 6 :for both invisible and visible-·films. 
C. X-ray Diffractiott. 
Both visible and invisible film~ of the unknown on quartz were .· · 
'! 




, diffraction· peaks were observed. ,vi th the diffractometer o A diffuse 
' 
' 
bana corresponding to di-spacings 1n th.a rang.e of 2_oa2 to ·io99 R was 
.. ,;., .. 
.· ·:-.-:. . . . 
consistently observed with the··universa1· camera .. However, this baip.~----····· 
- -- -·------~---·---. ., -----·--~'·( __ . --··· . -···---·· -· -~- --~- --- . - .. -··-------.-----·-·· ··--·---- . . _. -- ---~·'--'·· 
was als·o observed· f·or clean quartz slides that were not coated with· 
.the. unknown film. No other diffraction peaks were observ.edo 
- -----r--~· ---------~---------- - ., ·--------------·--·-------... 
/.·. 
..... ······ . 
.. • 1'- •• 
. ..r ·-· 
. ',• 
The unknown, X, is formed under conditions of increasing pH· 
' / 
. ,.-:-during the rinsing stepo · For this reason, bulk precipitates were · 
prepared by. increas-ing the pH ·~of. tin: solutioiq.s o A solution was . 




trated HCl in·lOO~m1~ of deionized watero Sodium hydroxide was 1 
: .· .. 
J 
--· ,-.~ ~ .-
. 
·-
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·a· capillary· tube. and mounted in a nabyed!o,Sche~rer _camera" . The xe=ray 
. ·_ film.: was loaded by the St:raumanis method ~nd the ·sample was exposed 
radiat:iono _Table l _gives.the observed d-spacings 
i 1' 
·' and intensities o 
-
. The. above ·procedu~e was repeat~ed ·u.sing a tin solution that_ 
~ ' 
... 
. initially consisted of 10 go of snso4 and 5 ml.o of conce~trat~d H2so4 
in 100 ml,,. of deionized water o The .results are given in Table 2" 
:. Standards for tin and chlorine were :prepared by applying known 
amounts of the elements to ·,f_ilter paper mounted on quartz slides· .. A 







· solution of. SnC12 °2H2o (23.405 mgo _· Sn/100 ml_. of deionized water) 
were used to prepar~ the chlorine and tin standards respective·ly. 








-----··· .. .. .. -·-··T--were measured for. each of the slides· before applying tin or chlorine 1 . l . 
to establish background l~vels e Five standards were prepared for., t.in · 
and five for chlorine by applying various amou.un~·s of the standard · 
•J 
solutions !to the slides., _ The SnL©l. and ClK4 · intensities were then . 
. . ,., .. 
--··:--~ . .-
. -----~--




• ( corrected for "Qackground) versus the amount of · the tin and chlorine 
;,;:-- . respectively" The amoun-ts of tin ·,and. chlorine in the deionized water 
. 1 .. ·. \ .. ' 
' were also measured by x=:ray fluorescence and they .were observed_ to be . ,, . • 
.-.,#_ -
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~ ., .. ; .. ., 
\ . \ .. 
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l 
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. ·• i· . 
;::! :1 12 ,-
··-,:::-_ 
~ /Samples of· the unknown on quartz were then prepared by .immersing"' . 
0 
. . 
lj . . • • 




· and 0 •. 7 ml. of·.concent:ratedHCl- -in 100 mLof deionized'water~ They· 
were then rinsedefther in a fi:x;ed volu,me·or an overflow bath of ··o,.i-
· deionized water for· var1.ous times. The am_ounts of tin and chlorine ~r. ,-
. \ 
were measured· before 'and after applying the film~· ·The-results are 
listed 0 in.Table 3" 
. 
' . 
. E o: Elec_t_ron Mici:,o,~OCOP,Y, --~-nd. Di:ff:r:action ; . 
. fu 
The unknown was deposited on a_ carbon substrate by imme.rsing it··. 
in a tin solution consisting of .10-., g. of snc12 ",2B2 0 and ·o.s ml. of· . 
' 
. . ~ 
concentra,ted HCl in 100 ml"· of deionized wate:r. Samples were next 
· .. rinsed for 15 seconds i'n each of ·two 500 ml. beakers of deionized 
water. The samples were then ·allowed to dry in air which· requi1·ed 
. ' 
appre>:ximately 5 minutes. The electron diffraction data are given in 
-~ . 
< . Table 4* and the corresponding transmiss.ion micrograph is presented. 
in · Figu-re 9 . 




.··. Other sample~ were prepared in the manner described above ,and ·--~then , .. , ·· ... •,.• .. r,i.,,. 
· expo~ed to· high· intensity ultraviolet light fo~··_two minuteso The 
,, .·· ~ 
electron diffraction dl'ata are listed in Table 5* and the ~orresponding 
transmission micrograph is presented in Fi~re 10. The diffraction 
bands observed -~_or the films before and after exposure are quite bropc:I · 
I 












.... ---.. --.. -·~·- ·1·,~· 
--:----- 1.· . \ ' 
• C 
--·- - -·---.,.....-·-.~-·~-.------, -· 
and therefore the diffraction data are given in terms of· ranges of 
d-spacings ... 
' 0 
d1':1',...,.~·-, r •= : : ._. t r . . . 0 t t 
* 
The very diffuse bands due to carbon are not i·ncluded. '. .. 
'_• _,. 
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· ... ':, 
' .:.:~~ ... ·- .... ' ... :·.: '-•- -··-'· 
unknown· was 
reflectance lll'Sing the Model IR7· Beckman· Spectro~ , , . . 
·-, .. ·. 
' i phot\cme.te r ·~ The unknov,n did" not show measurable absorption 
, .Samples of:the unknown deposited.on·glass were· analyzed in a 
flus.bed. chamber using the· Model "'950 du Pont Thermogravimetric 
No mass cha'i1ges attributable to the unknown were observed in l 
.......... the range of.25 to2000 c. The most sensitive scale of the instrument 
mg./in~) was used. 
• 
~ ' 
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-_ :, As· mentioned previously, the optical -dansi ty _of the film can be 
_ used, .tor measure the -rrS_action.·- .. rate for the- oxidatiort· of X~'-- A- corlven"° 
ient apparatus for such ·measurements sh,outd provide a closed chambe'r 
. 
. in which the relative humidity can be controli~d and an optical ., .. ,• . . . 
. ·-· ... · .. 
__ ,_ .. .;. - -·-··' ·-·.--:·~ . 
... ,..,., 






. ultraviolet cligh.t and. also provide a means for. _measurfng the optical 
. . . . ---
-,····--·<!{] . ·, -· 
... -.. . 
. density of the sampleo -For these reas·ons a combined cover plate and· 
\ sample holder was. made for the sample chambe.r of the Model ~4 Cary 
· r Spectrophotometero The apparatus is illustrated schematical,ly in 
·Figure 11 o _. The major features are: -
'"-----~_,..,_,_-o,~ ··-·. -- -'-···· 
\ . 
P. 
., ' . 
. 
. 
, ....... , .... · .. · · .. - . - ·- .· . _ _. _ .... '' ·---.a- - .... ' 
~···.·. 
- -·. --1. The sliding sampltf Ii.older- allows the· ·sample to be inse-rted 
2-. 




. f The -~a~ple is held-_ at 45° wi-th res-pect to the_ spectrophotom-
• • J • 
eter beam and with the _beam of the exposure lampo ·_ (A qua3rtz 
window transmits. the light from the source int.o the chamber.) 
-3. · The push-button is used-. to clos,e the shutter of the spectro-




the' chambera ·, 
5. Dry air is ·fed through the gas- scrubber filled-witli deionized., -
' . 
. · water and then in_to the chamber o A small beaker-~ is · inverted 
1 over the inlet of the chamber to prevent a direct air flow 
over the ·samplee .. ,_,., 












. 1 · i 
. ,\ ~-.... . 
-··------------- -~-------
' ' ' 
-·-- -··.-- ---· -------' ·- ·------- .--·~.--
,~. 
•.. s-'• .. -. -:· -· .• --.-
' . 
' \ 
· .· 15 
· .. _. A:tl .samp1$S .ware_ d8~JP.OSited: on clea11 quartz slides. by: iJDmersing -·--:- '· ' '"'.-:1.. • . • 
''-'· '• 
.:::.:.:.'.·.' ;;:_----..- . 
· conceiiti-ated · Bel in loo mL . of dE!.icn:tzed w1;1ter) · and then ·r1ni;iin3 · :(n Sn 
t .' 
., . '\ 
. · overflow· bath of deionized water for l minute. . The excess water was ----~ --~· .. 
-······-···-- ~ 
.... ·-··· ----····---· .... ----- -
~-·then· removed from .the slide with nitrogeno The sample· was placed in the 
chamber of the spectrophotometer and·held. in the -controlle~·atmosphere 
·-
:for 10 minutes. before the· expos,u1re process was ini-tiatedQ. During this 
· .. 1:im~, ··· the absorption spectrum· of the· film was. m~asured and the relative 
humidity and ·temperatu:re in the chamber were rec«;>rdedo ·After. the 10 
minute 1nt~rva1,. the optical density. of the f11m· was measured at 2, soo X. 
and then· the. pen of the spectrophotometer was turned off -and .. the shutter 




' /' lamp was on at all times to eliminate---the, -. . . /I . . .. ··-·- -- ·--·- ··- ....... --· --·- --------·· .. ,-, --------··--------- .------ ,· ', 
.,, 
. :for a fixed timeo (The 




t.. - ' variation of intensity during warm-upe ..• A sheet of· black paper was ·used -
\ . 
as a minual shutter for the source o) , After this, the shutter of the . 
spectrophotometer was opened and the re·corder pen activated t'o measure · 
'· · -:the optical ·.density of the film after exposu:ree · The above sequence, was 
. repeated . several · times to . obtain the optical density as a· function.· of . . ., . . ., 
. 
·· exposure timeG · All of ·the optic~l· densities reported are for the film 
only Q The _absorption due to the quartz was elimin,ated by· using a double 
-
. 
. . beam. arrangemen~ in. which the standard was a · clean quartz slide o The 
-------- --~~ -·--- -
-· ·-·-·-·· 
_z~_:t°Q __ ~~"~JJ,rgt.iJo:n_Jb.aseli-ne was establislliecf with a clean .slide · in the sample. · 
. positiODo 
,, .. 1•:t.,·~(-f..'; 
. . I . 
Table 6 _lists the optical density and total exposure time·s for 
' '· invisible films at various relative humidities" . This data :is. for' 
in.visible films only o 'In other · ins·tances the . films were visible 
. . F-·· 
•. ., 
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white. coatings non-uniformly ·distri_buted 





To· g~_j\µ some insight -int-o ·the mechanism of the photoreaction, 
~ .. - . -- .. , ..... -,. .... 
. 
exposed ··in a nit:riogen .flushed atmosphere". - .The flow·· 
11itrogen into ·the chamber was 35 SaCoFc,Mo and the relative 





:""scrubber filled with deionized water. l • ,·- The. t;ime .to half-exposure · is ' ' 
' 
.. 
,as a function of· ·how long the sample was. held· in_ the 
I 
. 
atmosphere· before exposure and· the :relative __ humidit)'- of the atm~phereo 
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ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 
..,_,-,,;.-. , 
Io · Cha:rsrcterization. of Unknown 
. 
. 
. A- Ultrav_:i.J)le,t __ Ab_sorption of Unknown ---- ·--·------:- --ee,··4r:· 1 ·(! - - +· , ... ,, ! : • a-tf"'M:"I 4 c . t _.,, -,, ... ., rl::ltr:c! • rt l'I ;t r 
, . There are. two im·portant p:l~ces_ ·ot- info.rmatio.n .·to be obtained by 
an analysis of the absorption spectra of ·the film when fresh~y i · 
deposited ·and after exposure.,···_ First, the trqe · absorpt·ion • spectrum of . 
X will·.define the limits. of the· action spectrum of the photochemical 
oxidation of t·he substance a This is based on ·the Grotthus-Dr~·,per Law · 
which ·st:aates that '~ o " o onl'y radiations wh-ich are absorbed by the reacting 
sy_stems can result :in a photochemical reaction. 020 Secondly, the 
·absorption spectrum can be compared with those of .. known films to •. t,- • -~· ···, ;,. 
assist in establish:i.ng the ident.i·t:Y of the unkriownc>. 
-A deterrifination ___ of-1:he-_true -absorption si=>e~trum of X is compli-
' .. ··. _ cated by _two factors. It is difficult .to prepare a pure tin(II) 
'. 
. compound due to oxidation in air and the diffuse reflectance of samples 
with large quantities"'of X (visible films) give optical density spectra 
which include the effects of both-absorbance and reflectance., 
The- optical density of the ~~lm shown in Figure l indicates that (~ 
the, absorption of ~n ~xposed sample is negl.igible for wavelengths 
. 
. 
· greater than 3,200 .R. The. previously derived, ·relati~nship for the 
.. 











'1 i . 
optical density of the film states that • 
. I •, 
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·. - (~ - K4) __ m2· + K4mT, 
· D -- tr< • c • ,.,,.,.,. e : · n-:t .. m· ,..,,,,,*?", 
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' The f·al-:t~· that the optical · density de~reases · -upon exposure indicates 












'i. ··_is. g:«.'8-~.t~_r_than~the .... mQl~r----absor~ption:--:coeffi-cient---for the--tili(IV}:: ·- ---· -- · 
· ·,, 
------,----,,--.. - ' ',', ' ' ' ' ,,,,,,.' 





-· ' - ,,,, 
' -' '' ' ' ' -' -- ' ' ,_ ,,. t 
. compQuJlai K4• ··Also; x.4is~t 1e,ast ij8gug1
1




0' .. ' 
. }:~.; .. ~: . than 3 ~ 200 A· since · the absorpt,ion of the . expa.s~d sample is ,zero in 
' 








·The' above result _implies that any absorption f-or wavelengths . _ .. ,..,_i.f . . , .. 
_o (. greater than,3,200A is due entirely to Xo · The unexposed film does 
{! 
not show appreciable absorption· above 3,600 X and thus X does not 
' 
9 appreciably absorb- light for wavelengths grea·ter than 3 j 6QO Ao 
- ~ 
\. 
The above analysis applied to an invisible filmo An unexposed 
..... _,.--.--··----- ·-----,-- ,------ ······ ···-·--
___ ,-, ,- --- ,-, visible filfil has an• optical dlensi.tj,---i{pectriim-wh:i.ch is linear from ·4,000 





· · .·., 0 A to about 3,600 A (Figure 2) ~ For wavelengths less t~an 3,600 A, 
· the. optical density increases in a manner quite similar to invisible . 
· 
1
1 f'ilms b~fore exposure o The diffe.rence between the ·two· types of -f~lms 
· can be e_xplained ·by attributing the linear portion ·of· the. spectrum 
for the visible film to a diffuse refle-ctance (Figure 3) rather than ·to.· 
' ' 
. true a-bsorptiono ·This gives very close agreement between the true 
,' 
-~ 
•·absorption spectra ·of the two types of filmso. Similarly~- the 
. 
. · .. 
differences between th.eoptical densities fQr exposed visible and - -~--- - -.;. • r- ----
· invis-ilile f:ilms can be accounted for by. the ref lect;ance of· the· visible :~-
fil.ms. The linear porti:on of the-optical density spe~trum for expose,d 
. 0 
,, -visible films extends from 4 1 000 to about . 3,000 A a'nd. then t.he optical 
density, -increases .. in· a manner quite similar to the exposed invisible 
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-. •, . 
filmsai 
BG ··. Ultraviolet· Absorption of ·Other· Compounds 
-- - ..... -·--·-
··---------------. -··----- ·-- .... ----------·-··· . ·-----·-----·--·- -
·-·-··--···-·-··---····--··-·····-·-.- ·'.:----'--~~~T~e µ-l_t~ravio·let optica.1-···density-«lf--hy<frous-ti:ri (Ill-.--:ox-ide. · · 
·····-····-·- ···--···· · · -(Figure-·-4)·· :tss.im1·1·a:r-··to·-t1tat--of··-a.···v1·sible .fi:lm .. of X (f.igur,e-·2)-·.in· 
, ' 
. I ·, . 
· · two respect so ·. The spectra are similar in shape and the/' known com-
pound shows a decr~ase . in absorption upon .exposure to ultraviolet . · " 
.,· 
. . 
. light as d.oe·s the .unknowno In the refl.ec.tance region of the spectra, 
both yisible films Clf the.unknown and hycirous .tin(II) oxide show an 
· .increase in reflectance upon .e~osu~e'° This effect ·may be_ due -to a 
,· 
. 1.-· 
change . in the refractive index· of the scattering· .particles during· the 
·photoc1£lemical reactiono 
.. The primary reason for determining the absorption of a film de-
.. ,· - :.· 
posited from a stannous sulfate solution is to clarify the role that -
the c~loride ion plays in the absorption anq photochemical processese 
, . 
The optical den~i,ty of this type of film (Figure. 5) is very similar 
to that .observed· for the unknown before and after expos_ure o 
·. It· is. quite like~y that the product of the photo-oxidation of X 
is hyd~us _ Sn02 o· . A coynparison of Fig~, 6 __ and the optical density · 
curves for the -unknown .after exposure (Fig~~es 1 and ·2) reveals· that 
.. 
· they are similarrlL \ . 
C.. \X--=r.ay Diffraction 
----- - ·-·-·· . . ·-
. The absence of · x-=ray diffraction peaks attributable to films of 
the· 1U!Ilknown on quartz is probably due to three .:fa£tors» ioeo, diffQse· 
scattering . by the substrate, the small particle size of X and the 
small amo\Ult ·of X present o 
. ;.--
.. ' 
-- ~~. .--·-··,,-,.·.-.,.,.~·--·,··-·· 
_.- ---- -- - . . ,,. - -- .. - - - -
- - - --
- FE ;; • ~J -··--··-·· _" ·,·.· '; ___ ••• '-:_, ' 
l ' 
I 
I ii \i ,, 
., ' 
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the pH of a stannous -chloride di~ydrate solution,, (Table 1) · or .a 
'._~:..··· . 
. -_._ - st_annous · sulfate. soluti~n (Table -2) -- agree Q.losely -with the pattern ·_ 
- •- •---- -'l·-······--- - ----· -·-- ----·--··---··· --···· ... ·-'···• ······- . 
,. 
' .---1-·-. -·--. ·-·- ... ---·" ·-·--
0 - -
,r ... • : 




were _ r~quired to obtain all of the diffract-ion 1·1nes o - · 
, I • 
~··c:.: 
Do - x~ray ·-·Fluo!e~cence·-Analysi! 
The amounts of tin· and chlorine deposited on a quartz substrate 
Vary ·considerably (Table 3) depeni:U.ng on. the. rinsinftjnethod. · However, 
' 
. -~ .... ·.. . 
. . ' . 
·two points are clear; the amount.of,chlorine-.deposi. ed is ·heavily·· 
depende:tit on the volume of rinse water used and also, .for the rinsing 
-method generally ·used (overflow bath with a flow rate of 800 to 1200 
mlo of deionized water per minute), the number ·of moles of chlorine. 
-deposited is an order of ma·gnitude less than the number of moles 0£ 
tin depositedo •-. 
•,.,·,.-, 
·.. If it is assumed -that the compound_ deposited is 5Sn0•2H20 -
·- ~-;.' - ·- . 
- / - . 
__ · 
.and that it ·is ·distributed in a uniform filn.t over the en ire surface, 
. . 
then the · f i[m th-ickness can -be determined o The area of 
-_ 2 
-examined by x--ray,, fluorescence is 2 G 42 cmo and the densi y of hydrous --




_-, Sample NO·o 2 (Table 3) is thus 
•\ ._.. 
- r 
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t = m/p A 
. ,.,, .. , 
. t _, 70905 g./mole x . _ 9.62 µg. Sn 
- 59305 go Sn/mole - {4071 go/Cmo·3 ) (2o42;_Cmo 2) 4 _ 
0 
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state should be consideredo -Samples for the electron :microscope 
were prepared on·•~-~-- carbon substrate that is supported· ~n a copper 
_ grido - The effects of this sub.strate- as opposed. to a clean quartz 
slide can.·be of.two typeso First, the.copper may have a chemical 
. . 
effect on X and secondly the surface ,energy-of the carbonmay_have 
an · effect on _the particle s·ize, shape, -and· distr.tlbution ·of ·:x; that - is 
~. 
different from that of quart; o ·L-Another factor that is probably sig~ 
nificant ,,,is, that, -the sample is examined in a high vacuum and thus 
any :free ,water on the surface is evaporated and the -unknown. is pro-
. .• ,·~~·-·· .• ; > 
bably dehydrated due t_o beam heatingc, ·Fo_r these reason·s, the charac-··· 
. . •, 
, ~! -:Vi, . 
· teristics of -X as revealed. by the electron microscope ·may be -con ..... 
~iderably differeµt than the same\characteristics when· the·compound 
i"s in an. ambient environment on a quar-tz · ,sull;;trate e 
·. /'· 
· A 1:>etter understandin~ of the electron diffraction, patter_ns can 
, .be obtained if the par.ticle size is first dete:rminede - The_ trans-
.... , . .;;~·'" 
= 
mission ~-lectro:n mic~ograph shown in· Figure 9 shows particles or· 
_ ". . aggll."~gates (the dark areas) 011 carbon (light· areas) tb.a~range in· ___ : __ 
__ - ·- .. . . . . . . . . . . . ·- . .· . . . . . . . .. ·-. . . . ·- . -·· ·- . " . . . . ·- 0 . . _-_ . . .. . .c .. • ·- • • • ---[~-~-~---·--_- ---- •• --··-·--- - -- -~ ··--
... 
1 
_ _ .... size from ~pproximately 50 to 250 A. There is no appar\_~t mo'hology 
to the aggregates, -however,_ the coating is reasonably uniform with 
. . . 
- - - 0 _ - 0-. 
void_ areas generally iess than 1000 A in length and 250 A· in· widthe 
To analyze the effect of particle size on-the diffraction pat-
·. . . . '', .. . 
' . 0 
.tern S) a mean particle size of ! 150 A is a reasonable choice o For an 
. 
. 
· - ideally collimated monoch_romatic- beam 1 the angles, 9 1 and 8 2 which 
·-
:~ 
. .J • 
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tl 
22 \-\ \ - r-_, \ 
' -
' .. 
• ' correspond -to complete. destr·uctive. interference for a_ particula~ ' 





- - - .. , .. ·• . ··• ····--· ·-
. .'. . - ' 
t(sin 0 · -- sin 0.2) - = ". . - - 1 
',.. 
(6) 
.where t is the particle size measured perpendicular to ther incident 
.and 
-_ ·2·1 The diffractfon_angle 9 is given.by , 
J\ =·2d 
- ~ 
differentiating (7_) with 
I '. ' ~ .. : . 
.. ·: ··-·-:··---- ·-··-·-·~-- ..... ' '- ··--·--·-- ... -··. . -·-•--""""'· ··-
• sin 9 
._ ' 
respect to d . give-s 





..,.. ,1'' . . . ":.::.·. 
(7) 
··:·· • 11:., ·., •• 
·cs). 
-since 9 0 ' =O_. _ Replacing differentials by finite increments in 
.. 
,equati~ns (6) and. (8) 
. -
\ 




= t -(81-- 92) = -t 69,i _ 
. and, __ ~e- . ~- . f -0 = - . 2 I,, od . 
2d -··' 
combining these results, it is seen that 
I•-.. < 
.(9) 
..... _.: ... ·----.-:. ... ---····-· ... --···-·' -·- .. -· ! . . _. 
; 
\· --- ' 
' -





__ ...... ---------------,-,-· ~---______ -_· -_~ __ : _____ pa_:rt_:i.cul.ar, d~t:tpacing under .fdeal- conditions;;--- ·As- an -example, for ·.-.c. # 
- J' 0 0 d = 3.00:A andt = 150 A, th~ expected range of observed d-spacing is 
0 2 ' 
.td _______ 2(3 1100 A) 
0 0 ·= - 0.12 X. 
· 150 A 
... - ...... 
-·_ Thus, considerable .line broadening due to part.icl~ size can be expected. l ~ ,! 
I • .;,_• 
-· F 
- - -· r1 
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' .Tl,le tile~tron diffraction pattern of the unknown after exposure to 
.. 
.---·----~\·'" 
.. ul t:rr~violet light (.Table. 5) is illustrated '.in F:lgure· I 14 (a) 0 In . ' . -. . ·. ·, ,• 
' . 
. 
_.,._ \. . 
22 Figure 14 (b)-~--the ·ei-ght most. intense -lines of SnO · are. shown for "' . ,_ .~ ·. 2 
comparison. The strong similarity between the two patterns is 
. ,:, 
apparent. ;f line·· broadening due to particle size is -taken into 
-
-
con~ideration" . The only 'dissimilarity· is· that the sno2 pattern has a. 
0 
: line ·at -2037 A and a· corresponding band· is not shown--for the unknown 
after.exposure- ·There are two factors that account for this.apparent 
· differencea First, the.integrated in~ensity of this ba~d is expected 
·········· ,') 
to be less than t.he other ~our bands (Figure 14 (.b)) , and there1:o~e 
it is difficult to obse:rveo Secondly, the carbon substrate exhibits 
a broad. diffractiori band centered at . .2 .18 R Which adversely af'fects 
the film contrast., andl' makes it difficult to observe a weak band in 
. this region"· With these problems in mind, it is reasonable to conclude· 
that-· the compound_ is .sno2 o The particle size can be estimated w·ith 
equation (9) ·and the observed· range of d=-spacings for each ~and (Table 5). 
Such a calculation· (Table 8), gives particle sizes in the range of 50 to 
0 
75 A. 
The electron diffraction pattern (Table·4) of the unknQWli before 
of sno23 are· show~ in Figure 15 (b) for comparison.a_• The-. extremely broad 
. band between 2 o 61 and 3 a 58 Jl cannot be attributed to pure SnO even whan · 
' , 
line broadening is co~side~edg 
' ' ' 
' 
Hqwever, a mixture_ of SnO and- Sn02 . 
(Figu~e 14) would produce this· wide band. . This implies that the 
stannous_ compou~d · is partially oxi.diz~d :.during sample preparation. 
. ' --.J • . 
r . 
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I!tt Pnotochemical. Reaction . 
. Ao! The . Effect. of Relative Hum'idity . 
. - . . ' ' 
by measuring the optical d_ensity of invisible films as a function of 
. ~-I 
total exposure time (Table 6) fl .... · After several minu-tes of exposure 
the optical density. reaches.· a constant value ;tand further· ex'posure 
. . . 
. .. . ' .. 




· ·D(t) =·A·~···Be-t/T ·. (10) 
where D(t) is 'the _qptical dran.sity and A and B ·are constants illus-
'· _. -
trated by Figure 12 (a)_o . The same data is plotted on a. logarithmic· 
scale in Figure 12 (b). as D(t) -· A versus total exposure time. · The 
' • • ' • • ••• < , •• ,•' .• '· ~ ,,, 
plots clearly illustrate the exponential decrease of opt.ical. density . 
. 
. ' 
with exposure· timeo . l3y :·combining equations. (5) and (10) • 
. (K2 ·- ·. K4)m2 -+ .IqmT·. 
A ·+ ·Be-t/r = · - · '(11) . 
.. ~n (iO) 
. ' 





and equating ·the transient terms gives 
-t/T Be 





' - . 
· · (13) 
It is· thus seen that .the moles of ti_n(.II) compound present :is 
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· Differentiat.:lon of (13). gives 
.. · · .. ·s·· ~t/T 
__ ie. .. 
' ' .. · 'f. 'g . 
K..:.' ._, K' dm2 . ....... ~ . 4. 
= a--
. in(lO) -·at 
or 
. •. 
-. ~ .. -= . Cc:at:!:==tO 
' -... .... p. 
dt 1' 
j . • • 
indieating th:at -the reaction is first· order in m2 •. · 
·- -- . .----__ . __ :; .;_·: ;"·: . .-~ -.-·- ·:·-.~'. ·:·. _· ··:,· :· ·.:·: ·;~-- . 
.•. J_ 
. ~-~ . 
~. . . 
-~·- .: . . ... .,. ' . 
(1~) 
··: The t ime.;.constant, . T 'i of ~-he react ion is dependent on the.··_ 
. .. 
. . 
- r9.lative hu~idityo.. The time required for the· number of moles of ·X · 
to decrease to one_,balf of·the· initial v~lue is· 
;, 
= o. 693 T 
\ 
\Vhich c'orresponds to· D(t). -. A equal to one-half o:f its. initia1 va1ue. 
In Figure · 13 _the time to 'half-e:x-posure · i·s · plotted! versus the relert ive 
.. 
humidity of- t~e- a:ir in which the sample was expQsed-Q Also- shown are 
a best line fit (o\tai~~d by linea:r regression) and· 90% confidence 
.. 
intervals for i.ndivtdual; points. ·. 'fhe n~ll hyp.othesis_ that t 005 is. 
. . . ' : . 
independent of relative humidity can be rejec·ted ·~t the OoOOl -
'-<c,(.,.:_:·:·;.;?·: 
· confidence level,. (T = -2009 with 6 degrees· of ·freedom) o The· coefficient ' 
or .. correlation (-009932) indicate$· that the fit to the experi~enta1 ·, 
. . . 
·data is quite goodo The ·resulting~·re,lationship is· 
' . 
--·-····-··--·-- -'·---~---· .. ·-···-~----------.-
· t = ·7 .4 ~ 0.084 x (Rel. Hum~). · · 
0. 5 · . ' . min.' 
·- . It s~ould be noted that the relationship applies -in the range over which · 
the data were taken (27% to· 79% relative Jllumidi ty) and may not· be -valid · 
n ) 
. \ elsewhere., . 
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26· . 
· B., '-pie·· Eff~ct · of a Nitrogen, Flushed ·Atmosphere 
{h,·,1 
· ... \Alilen an invisible··film of X w·as exposed in. a chamber flushed with ' ------- ~>.······ ~ 
nitre-gen (35 SoCoFoMe), the _photochemical reaction rate was; much: lower . ' . ' . . ' . . 
than in aird For sampleiif tha·t were held in the _nitrogen atll!-osphere 





- -mino · at 1a% relative humidity to soi· min_o · at s1% (Table 110 The-
time to half-exposure in air' at 61% relati.v.e humidity was 2o·3 mina 
' • .. -"":,-:· . 
·(Figure·l3)e r " This differe·n.ce indicates that the reaction rate is a. ·.,· .. i;,,." 
. function of the pijrtial I.?ressure of,.oxygen and that a reaction of the 
. type 





· · The time that tne sample- is held in the · ~itrogen atmosphere prior .. _ .. 
·. \, : 
l. to ex:P,osure also has an effec_t on the reaction rate (Table 7). The 
• time to halfc=exposure increased wi'th hold time. at a constant relative 
humidity~ This i-ndicates that oxygen (adsorbed and/or dissolved) was 
. 
. 
. . ( 
. 
. slowly removed from the film; due t.o the low. partial pressure of .. 
~ ·. 
,oxygen in the nitrogen f~ushed atmosphere • 
. -... ~ 
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as an invisible substrate by 
• H 
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. . ·. 
. 
... ~ ~ 
. 
. 
greater than 9 to ·1. The x~ray di'ffraction p~tterip.s for :..>·-·····-·.· ,. 
• 
I 
· the unknown· gave no d-iffraction peaks· and· thus direct identif~cation 
.. . -_ ·_ . .· ._· r·\ . . was not ~ossible by this methodet. However, bulk precipitates were 
· .. _-··manner.:.analogous to the conditions under which the unknpwn is.- fo,rm.ed 
/ 
:, · and: the resulting precipitates were found to be hydrous tin(ll) oxide · 
·.··cs~n0°2H20)a · Electron microscopy ··and ,diffraction reveal th.at the 
freshlY. .. deposited film consists of a mixture of stannous oxide (SnO) 
-and stannic ioxide (~no2 ) with. particle sizes ranging from approximately 50 to 150 Xe · · The electron diffraction ,,pattern· of the ·film· after 
- .. ~· ... ·, 
exp_osure to ultraviolet light ·indicates>that 1·t consists of · stanni~ · · 
··oxide (S1_102 ) o Beam heating and the high· vacuum in which the samples · 
were examined probably caused drying and de~yd·ration~--. ',,,'_,,.'\'··.' ... 
·-- ... 
-






' compound is a hydrated tin{II) oxide. Other qualitative data that 
· . , support this result are: · 
. • j 1. A photosensitive film can be deposited using an acid (B2 so 4 ), · 
.solution of stannous· sulfate (Snso4) in a procedure. identical with 
,, ... __  
. ·~ ...,. . " 
• • .lr;i ' 
.. i . 





. t~' :2o . Hydr6us tin(II). oxide (5Sn0-0 2H~) is photosensitive and· :its , }''· .. '' 
. 
. . 
-~---, . • ,,1-• 
to visible· (reflective) films of the unknowne 
.J 
• 
·IIo ·. Photochemical· Reaction 
' 
; The fac.t that the ultraviolet. absorption of the film· decreases*. 











,/reaction. rateG ·. In ambient conditions the time to ha.lf=e:xposure is 
,. 
. 
constant temperature) .a linear funct.ion of the partial pressure 
in the air o 24 · .. Similar measurements. in. a nitrogen flushed at-
. , mosphere indicate that the reaction rate is dependent on the p$rtial 
pressure Qf oxygen in the atmosphereo . Lower reaction rates are 
observed· as the· hold time in the nitrogen atmosphere before ex-
- . ' 
posure is increased indicating the gradual removal· of dissolved and/ 
;. 
-
-The exa.ct mechanism of the photoreaction is unknovm, however, · 
25 
. :c9mplex which results in the photqchemical oxidation of the film,' 
.. 
· *Estimated values of th;e molar adsorption coefficients for the .tin(II) ·. and tin(IV) compounds a.re calculated in the Appendixo 
,· 
I~ .- --~- I, 
. 
. 
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29 
ioeo '·. sur.face ·-water, .. d:ls~plved and/or adsorbed. oxygen and· the adsorp- .. 
. 
. 
.\ tion of. ultraviolet light of energ·y greater than 79 Kcal.a/mole (wave-i 1- :i ; 
-... ,i . 
. . 
. o-··_ 




, .. I 
··'The surface water may lbe reduced in , the photo reaction or it· may 
r 
. \ 
. . . . 
-be involved in an intermedia.teprocess .in which it serves simply·as \ 
't 
a medium th.at provide~ dissolved oxygen at the reaction. siteo .· 
.. 
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Optical· Dens.ity Versus l\favelength for an Invisible Film of the Unknown on a Quartz Substrate Before and After Exposure. 
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Estimated Values of Ki·. and t;4 '.~t · 2, 500 fl . · 
'. '~ 
.... '. 
If certain assumpt:D:-ODS are m.ade, estimated values ·o~ ·Ka and ··x4 · 
can be calculated using 
"- . . '. . 
(K2 ~ -X4)~2 + K4f11rr • 
ln(lO) 
. \ . . . 
\; . 
·(5). 
lo Af!:~! long exposure times m2 is zero and m4 = tnrr•. 
, . . 
. 
. . 2. 
. ,. · . 2 • · The average amount pf tin present is 4µg ./ clll. 1. 
·3. One mole of the tin(IV) product of the reaction contains 
one mole of ·>tino 
4.· -_ The ';lverage value of D" for fully expos~d films is.·000334., . .. : ,, .. 
' - . 
. 
. i:his is obtained by averaging the: final values of D listed · 
-1 
in Table·6e 
--The total area: of the unknown consists of '·two lay~rs ·(one on each· s.ide· 
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= 4Mg, SP/cm~· • 2 . l.26crn~_,2 = ·0.084µmole 1180·7 go -·Sn/mole 2 _ / -






_- K41nrn D = __ -_.r_ 
·- ln(lO) 
-K' =· -(0__,,_0334) (2 ;A03) 
4 · · . 0.084 X. l0 .... 6mole 
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·1 I . 
• 'o- ) . The. assumptions ~o cal~Ufa-te.·~ aiet· 
.. -~' '. . 
·1·~ .......... 0~e mole: of._the tin(!!) coblpburnd contains one· -~ole .. of. tino . ··- ' . .\ ·:,. 
. ' '. - . . . . . 
' ', . . 
. .. . 
· ··· 2o· · ·The average· va.iue of: D ··for u.nexposEJd films ·1s·· 00668 •. -· This J 
' ' -··-··· ---·. t -. 
· is ob:tained by averaging;the initial values ·of .Din Table· 60. 





(Case ll · to 50% tin(ll) compound (Case·_ \11) o _Thi_s wide ra~ge 




.·' ·· -and thus · 
' . 
'_ ... 
CK,.~ V ). 1· 
. ·. D = &t + K4, mT 2 
. :1n(lO) 




11 - 2(0.0668)(20303) . 5 . . . ' ..... 6 . ·. -
- 9.2 ,X 10 /mole = 2,. 76 X 10 /mole. Oo084 X 10-6mole 
The ratio .of ~·to 1:4 is thus in the range of· 2o0 ·to ·300. 
.·' ' ___ _;-
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